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Abstract
Let F be a Held and F[x] the ring of polynomials in an indeterminate .\ over F. Let,
J.ll1(F). All1(F[x]) denote the algebras of n x II matrices over F. F[x]. respectively. and
GL(u, F). GL{.r:, F[x]) their corresponding groups of units. Given A(x). B(x) E .~11/(F[xJ).
we say that A(s). H(x) arc PS·equivulcnt (:= "polynomial-scalar") if there exist
P(x) E GL(Il\ F[x])~ Q E GL(Il, F) with B(x) :::: P(x)A(x)Q. We consider the problem of
determining whether A(x) and B(x) are PS-equivalcnt. In other words we wish to classify
the orbits of M,,(F{xJ) under the action of GL(n. FIx]) x GL(Il, F) acting via
(T(x),Q)A(x) = T(xr1A(x)Q.
We observe that the classical problems of determining the simultaneous equivalence
of two k-tupJes of elements of M,,(F) and the simultaneous similarity of two k-tupIcs of
clements of M,,(F) arc special cases of this problem. We observe that the Smith in-
variants of A(x) and B(x) (that is, invariants for t he action of GL(ll l F[x]) x GL(II, F[x])
on M,,(F[x]) via (T(x),S(x))A(x) == T(x) -IA(x)S(x) must be equal if A(x),8(.\") are PS··
equivalent. Base-' on this we present a ncar canonical form for PS-cquivatencc and an
algorithm for (; ":: " ' I , '1, .~ whether two matrices in ncar canonical form arc PS·equiv-
alent. We exa: .... ' "' " ' " j the "generic case" in which A(x) has a single Smith invariant
different fror. . . ."'I ," ',in a further set of invariants in thiscase, and based on these we
present an imrroved aigorithmto determine PS·cquivalcncc in this situation. While the
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main emphasis in the paper is on finding a reasonably good algorithm in the g. .icric
case. we also discuss the question of finding a complete set of invariants for P.~'­
equivalence. especially in the case n = 2. where connections with linear fractional
trail' 'ormations arise. A much more comprehensive account of the invariants in the
simultaneous similarity problem can be found in Friedland's paper (Adv. in Math. 50
(1983) 189..2(5). © i999 Published by Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
I. Introduction
Let F be a field and f\1,,(F) the algebra of n x 11 matrices over F. Given two
nl-tuples (A I •... I Am) and (B I ....• B/II) of' clements of Mil (F). the question of
determining whether there exists T E GL(I1.F) with r"A;T ~ 1J1 for i ~
I, ... ~ 111 (that is the question of the simultaneous similarity of the given f11~
tuples) has attracted much attention for many years. A solution in the case
where F is the field of complex numbers has been presented by Friedland in his
celebrated paper [2]. This paper also contains references to the earlier work on
the problem and the various contexts in which the problem arises. In this paper
we present another approach to the question, Our method leads to an algo-
rithrn to decide the issue, but. as in the case of other approaches to the ques-
tion, the performance or the algorithrn can be expected to be slow in general.
We also discuss the question of determining a complete set of invariants in the
"generic" case. We restrict ourselves to the case of infinite fields in order to be
able to usc a simplifying result on highest common factors.
Definition I. Let F[x] be the ring of polynomials in an indeterminate x over a
field F and let A411(Ffx]) be the ring of 11 x n matrices over F[xJ and GL(n, F[x])
its group of units. Two clements A(x) and B(x) arc said to be PS-cquivalcnt if
there exists P E GL(I1. F[xJ)~ QE GL(n, F) with
PA(x)Q == B(x).
(PS stands for "polynomial-scalar"),
The following observation provides the link with simultaneous similarity.
Proposltien l. Let (A I, ... I Ad, (B" ... l Bd he k-tuples of elements o] A1n(F).
Then the following lire equivalent:
(i) (A 11 •••• Ak ) , (8" .... BA· ) are simultaneously similar orer F, that is, there
exists T E GL(n. F) such fhat r' Air == Hi for i = 1, ... ,k,
(ii) AI +xA~ +, .. -tXk-IAk +x*l" is PS-i'C/uiralent to 81 +.\"8;. + ... +.\.k-IBk
+xi'ln , (where I" denotes the 11 X n identity 111(//,.ix).
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Proof. Clearly (i) implies (ii).
Suppose that (ii) holds. Then there cxi r .,. ,J, E NIIl(F), some I ~ 0, with
P, 1= 0 and Po +-"PI + ... + x'P, E GL(n. J l.t J) and an clement Q E GL(I1, F)
such that
(J~) +-"PI + ' .,+i PI )( II I + xA ~ + ' ,.+Xli 1.4k + xkl11 ) Q
= BI +xB2 + .. ,+xk I IJ ~ +../111
Comparing the coefficients of xk i ( in both sides leads to t == 0 and PoQ == 11/'
So (i) follows. 0
Remark I. If in the definition or PS-equivalcncc. Q is permitted to be an
cl.mcnt of GL(I1. F[x]) instead of being restricted to being in GL(I1. F). then we
get the notion of ordinary equivalence of matrices over the Euclidean ring F[x]
and in this case lI(x), l1(x) are equivalent if and only if they have the same
Smith invariants (invariant factors). In the case that dctA(x) :f 0, we write its
Smith invariant factors as SI(X) •...• s,,(x) where S,{\") divides .\'ill(X).
i = 1. ... ,11 - I. and detII (x) = -"I (x) .. 'S'I (x). Since the PS-cquivalcncc nf..
A(x) and B(x) implies their equivalence over the polynomial ring F[x]. PS-
equivalent matrices must have the same Smith invariants. In Section 2 we
derive a "near canonical form" for the PS-cquivalence. (It should be noted
however that the ncar canonical form is still far 1'1'0111 being cunonical.)
2. A ncar canonical form
In this section we prove the following result.
Proposition 2. LeI F he WI infinttcfield lind let A(x) E A1,,(F[x]) with dctA(x) r- O.
Theil A(x) is PS-equivalellll0 (Ill upper triangular matrix S(x) = (Si;(X)) H';11t th»
following properties:
1. Sii(X) = Sj(x). i = I. ... . l1wIJCI'C '\'I(x)I'\'2(x)I" ·Is,,(x) are the 81111',11 invariants
(those are the invariantfactors) o] A(x);
2. Sij (x) divides Sij (x) .It)I' all integers i.] with I ~ i ~.i ~ 11:
3. (( i # .i and Si;(.\') f. 0 then Si;(X) is 111011ic and
deg su(x) < deg sij(x) < dcg s;;(x),
Lemma l. LeI F he till infinite field ((Jld.f(.\)~ g(x), h(x) he nonzero polynomials
over F. Then there exists ':J. E F' such thai the greatest COnll1101l divisor
(I'(x) + Clg(x),h(x)) equals the greatest ('0111111011 divisor (/,(.\"),g(x).I1(.\")).
Proof. Since F is infinite, there exist nonzero clements ~I. ;(~ C F with '11 =f 7.2
such that
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(((x) I- 1Ig(X). h(x)) :-~:: (f(x) + 12g(X).II{.\)) :::: 111(X). say.
But then mix) divides g(x).Ir(x) and It.\') as required. 0
Proof of .he pr~lp\)s~H'·.n. Usin:; kn .quialcncc in GL(1l FIx)) w: may put A(x)
into the 1,,1. m
"II/(.r)
h2..lr)
hid.\') 17, ~ (v)
0 h~~ (x)
lJ (.\') :.=
() 0 hmJr)
since JctA(x) l O. Assume that under I~)-cqlliva)cncc A(x) has bCl'J1 put in this
fC:HJl1 with degree hi I (x) Last possible.
Claim, hl l (x) diridcs al! hi,(x).
Note that F[x] is an Euclidean domain, therefore for any column vector
T 'u ::::: [udx). 112 (.\')] E F[xt there exists PEG'--( 2. F[x)) so that I'll::::
T[(UI(X).U2{X)).Oj .
Suppose that this claim fails for S0111C (i.j). 1 < i ~.i ~ n. In column j we can
replace hi! by 1.h l l (x) -+ 11 1/(x) for any 'J. E F. Since F is infinite. we can choose 'J.
so that the greatest C011111101l divisor
(xbII (x) +hi;(x) . hi, (x)) := (hII ( r ). hI,(x) .hii (x) ).
Interchange row two with row i and COlU11111 two with column j. Add to
COIUJllll 2~ ~ times the first column to obtain AI (x). Then multiply AI (.r) from
the left by P ':! I" 2~ P E GL( 2. Ffx]) to obtain a matrix II~(x) whose (L 2)~elc~
ment is a{x) =; (hi dx). hi/(x), hil(.r)). Interchange the first and the second row to
obtain A.,(x). Multiply from the left by I~,(x) to obtain an upper triangular
matrix B'(x) whose (I. 1) clement divides a(x). and is therefore of degree less
than b, I (x). Contradiction.
If i == I and hl l (r) divides hl.j(x) for all ( > 1and docs not divide h1j(x). then
post multiplying 8(x) by a matrix of the form
~, 0
o J
010
() 0 0
o
o
o \)
I 0
I 0 ()
000
()
o
o 0 () () 0
h1n(x)
h~I' \.r)
h I,_ \ .v )
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We get a matrix with (1.1) entry 'Xh 11(X) +hl,(x) and t]. I} entry equal to hI)'
Interchange row two and tcv«] to obtain tlHltrixA1(.r). Then multiply BI(x) from
the left by P -vl; 2. P E GL('2. F[x]) to obtain a matrixA:(x) whose (I. Il-clcmcnt
is a(x) = (hi I (x). hrlr). h;,(x) L and the argument proceeds as above. Hence tile
claim holds. But now h, 1(x) must be the first Smith invariant SI (x).
To prove (I) (1)1<.1 (2) we proceed by induction and find that A(x) is PS·
equivalent to
,\'1 (x) s!~(x) .\']1(.\) S14(X)
o .\'2(.\) -'"2,' (X) S24{.r)
() () sdx) Sq(x)
o o () (J
where -"I (x) divides all entries and s~(.rl divides all cuuic-, hclov. and to its right.
etc..
Now. using all induction argument. vc can '::;',t~lIlr tI'(l1 :l(.r) is PS·cqlliva~
lent 10 a matrix S = (s,J\')) such that its principal top (II - I) X (11 - I) ~:Jh·
matrix satisfies the conclusions of the proposition. We G\l1 usc row operations
to replace each sm{.r). (i::.:: 1.2..... 11 - I) hy its remainder on division hy s, f X )
without uflccung the other entries,
To prove Eq. (:,) we use the induction on ALr) which is in upper triangular
form satisfying conditions (1) and (2). to obtain
A.. (x) = (Pd .v) l~ , II )A (x )(QI .:. I d
"'I (x) SI2(X) SI.1(x) sl.d.\")
o "'2 (.r) .\'.,-;( .r) S~4 (x)
() (} S,l \X \ s"I.dx)
h'nfx)
h~!1 (X!
h.llJ(x)
o f) () 0 -'"I/(.r}
such that the (11 _. I) x (0 - I) 'upper left part or A4(.r) satisfies conditions
(l )-(3), Note tha t all the diagonal cutric s (,\'\ ..... -"II d remain the same since
they are the Smith invariants or the part of A(.\") they represent. From the
previous arguments it follows that "" divides hill (r). Now start with the clement
/)/1 __ Ln' First subtract from row 11 - I a multiple of row" times u(x) E F[x] to
obtain h:l _ LII of degree less than the degree of."/I' Now subtract fr\)111 the column
11 a multiple :x E F of column 11 - 1 so that we obtain h;:_ I." which docs noi
contain a monomial of degree dCgSI1 .}. As '\'/1 I divides h:; 1./1 condition (3)
holds. Now use the same process to "11_ 2JI' etc. 0
The referee observed that by subtracting an appropriate scalar multiple of Sit
from Su U> i) one can arrange thal s, has no monomial of degree equal to
degree Sii'
We call a matrix S(x) satisfying tlv' conclusions or Prop.isition ::! a ncar-
canonicul form (NCF) of A(x) .
Example I. When IJ :::; 2. A(x) is PS-t:q uivalcnt to
flSI {.'Y) s,(\·)tHX)j'o s:dx)
'1\,1""1". " ;,1j",·.· (, 1,· '\ _.. q (~r Il"r,(,,' ("') <,~ ,J ,,\,,(,. (\.))\ l ,.... '" . , ...4 ,'"'I . : I ' . ' . ... t' \ . . 2 . I . .... \oj ... C' .) I '
degree at k:'lst , and Ll{ most dcg(s.~(x) /sd.r)) _. I
Example 2. In the "generic" case in which
,\', (.1' ) --=s~ { . ,·) = .. , t > s.. I (x) =: I
we hlP,_ that A(.\' ) is I'S-l~qui\':tler:t to
r
gd.\" ) 1
g~ ( .\") I:.
I" I
II d.r),,,'/
------
0 ' .. () ....·,l r )
1 " .. f r, f ' \ ;" .~ •• , ' . f'
__ Holt ,&,\.1.) I.' ul"llJo.. U
where gi(O) = 0 for all i Lind ifg,(x) f; O. d~g(glr)) < dcg(s,,(x)).
3. Algorithm for PS-cquh'alcncc
In this section we present Lin algorithm to decide PS-cquivalencc in the case
(if' given A(x).IJ(x) := NII/ (F lx]) with dctA(x)/J(x) f O.
We first put A(x).B(x) into the ncar canonical COrIn , This can be "~ !l C
quickly. Call their respective NCFs Ao(x) .B()(x) Suppose that for some i I E
G!..(I1, F[x)) and QE CiL (Il. F). P(x) ,·f r(x) == Bo(x)Q. Write All := Ao(.\") ::~ f)T]
where D is the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries equal to the Smith in-
variant factors -"I (x).. . . . Sit(x) of il(.r) and 71 is an upper triangular matrix with
entries in Fr.r] and having its diagonal entries equal to I. The fact that T1 has
thi. structure is a consequence of the fact tha: Ao(x) is a NCF for A(x). Recall
also that the Smith invariants .rdx) . ... .s,/\") arc in degree increasing order.
Note also that D 111Ust also be the corresponding matrix for Bll(x). We write
BlI(x} == f)/~ where T~ is also an upper triangular unipotent clement of A-f,,(F[xJ) .
Note that T1--1 E GL(I1. F[x]) and that
P(x) = DT2QT1-1D,·I,
Write t; ' == (I,;(x )). T2 := (tij(.")) and [) == diag(d1.. .. • d,J. The (i. j ) entry of
P(x) := (PI ;(X)) is
\\ .~ require the matrix P(x) to have polynomial cntu s. it is clear that pi,.(.r)
is p P I) ",,~.·.lial if.i ~ i since in this case eli divides d.. However. for i < j. we
require that
( I )
The system ( I ) is a system of (~) ell lilt lions in the ..U.iknowns" qt.f. For each
i < i. Eq. (I) is a homogeneous system or linear equations and these arc
deg(dj/dj ) equations for all Eq. (I).
It is possible to compute a basis for the solution SP ~.ICC of the system. Let
Ql.' ... QIII be a basis for this space. Then A(x) is PS-cqulvalcnt to B(x) if and
only if
uet(xlQI i . . ·. -I- XIIIQIII) ¥ O.
For in thi. case. since F is infinite. we can find a specialization of
(Xl~'" .xn ) E Fill snrh that
Q ::::: XI QI +...+XIIIQm
is nonsingular. Since Q solves the system (1)
P(x) :== D7;!QT,-·' 0 -1
is H matrix in Af,,(F[x)). But note that dct T1 :::::. de: T~ .:::: I. so detP(x) :::= dClJ
f:. 0 in F. Hence P(x) E GL(IJ~ F[,rJ). This proves that Ao(x) and lJo(x) arc PS-
equivalent and thus so arc A(.\ h B(x). Conversely if P(x)Ao(.\') == Bn(x)Q as
above, Q is " nonsingular solution of the system (1).
Similar red , !~ t ions of the simultaneous similuri.y problem to the cxis-
tence of no-is! ': ~ ~ ular matrices in certain subspaces have already appeared in
Ref. [2].
4. Generic case-general criterion
\Vc now consider the case where the Srnit h invariants of A(:;;)~ B(x) (ire
05" (x). 1, ... , I. In near canonical form
rI 11 JAo(x) =.: II 0 ". (r) ~
<' / 1 -'
We can write the equation
P(x)Ao(x) = Bo(x)Q
r I : . ]
lJo(x) = loJ . (I. •) •
} .\".\
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;n the form
so
[ I r J [QJ 1o s,/r) Q21 012]0"l1li- _ ....
I~I ~:: .\'1/(X)Q_'I.
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Substituting the first equation into the second \\'1: obtain
(QII -I- rQ21)1l =: QI2 + rQ22 i110d -",,(.\").
Since P21 -:::: -",,(.\')Q21' QII --I- l'Q~1 must have full rank mod s,l\") ifAo(x). Bo(x)
are PS equivalent and P(x). Q carry out the equivalence. We can write
Now QI2 is a column
e/I
(j,,··1
say. and u: ;=== Q2111 -- Q~~ E F[xl 11111st be relatively prime 10 silt) since detP(x)
is nonzero clement of F if P(x). Q 'carry (Jut the R)-equiva)cncc of Au(x). 80(x).
Hence r is related to u by II t,.' formula
1/- I
l',l1' == if; - L H'/I ll i mod s"(x)
j 1
and QI/ :'- (H·,/).
Conversely, if there exists a polynomial H' of the form o7ll +=1111 + ... +
z; .. IU" 1 where =0' =1 ••••• z, 1 E F. which is coprime to s" (x) and there exists a
matrix QII == (wid E A4{/ dF) satisfying the system of equations
11- . t
I'/B' - q, - L Wi/II j mod s; (r ).
I I
then Ao(.\" ) is PS-equivalent to Bo(.r i if
1iI ::::=
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1/ - I
is nonsingular.
5. Generic' C~lSC: lnvarlanrs
It is notationally convcnicur in this section. to assume 1.1a1 the matrices A
and B arc (II + I) x (n + I). rather than 11 x 11. Suppose
/(1 j l',
A .s: A(x) :--::: III IJ := lJ(x) =.: 11/ I-.II"---- _._-o s(x) 0 I s(x)
arc in ncar canonical fo.m. Vv'c aSSUI11C that s(x) factors completely in F. Fix a
root ). of tJ~c polynomial s(x). Since A and 1J are PS-equivalcnt to the matrices
that we obtain 1'1'0111 A and B. respectively, by replacing 111 •••• ,U/I.l'l • . • . • r'l/ by
til + (lJ, ... , "II + (In.l') +hi. . . . . f ll + hi" for any a, ..... a". hi ..... h" we 111ay
assume that
III (i.) ::: . . . :::: II" ( i.) = (II ( i.) == . . . = l'l/ ( i.) = O.
This assumption is retained throughout this section.
Vie first prove The Proposition 3.
Proposition 3. Let U:::: span {lli . . . . . Ii,,}. V = span {rl ' ... . I',,} where span
denotes the linear ,\1JUII over F. Let 1I~ • . • . ,u:1J he a basis fiw U and v; ..... l'~ II
basis for V. Then, (I' A lind Bart! P,5'-equirulent. k == In. that is, dim U == dim V.
Furthermore, (I' k == Ill, then A is PS-equifaleJll If) B (I' and OI1~l' (I'
II'I
I
Uk-O~
is PSsequitulent to
(. '
"
8' ·-.-
o I S
in A4k+I (F[xl).
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Proof. Let k :::~. dimU and let {ll~ 1I~ t be a basis of U. Let J~ be the scalar
invertible matrix such that P[UI II,,] I =; fll', ... [(~. o..... OJ]. Then if we
define
we have that
1I1 1
III
I J
III
1,J.
.
P P ..._-, I nII"
L o IS(X) l .()
-"(-)1ir
Then II is PS-cquivalcnt to
11']
r/J.
()
o
o
I s(x)
Observe that u'1 •... . ll~ all still satisfy u~(i.) = O. Similarly we can replace
T T[PI ••• v,,] by [l'; ... r:/I0 0] where 111 == dim V and ll; ~ .... l~:1/ form a basis of
V. Note also that if {u;' 1i~J} is any basis of U~ we can arrange that u; :::: II;J
for i := L 2.... ,A. A similar statement holds for any basis {l'~, ... ,I; J of V.
Now A and B arc PS·<.~quivalcnt if and only jf there exists an clement of the
form
\\' ::::: =0 +=, u~ +- ... + :::/, u~ E F[x] ,
with (H'. ,\.) = 1 and a nonsingular matrix L := (II}) C /·.,fJ/(F) such that
n
, L /i ,Wl' :::-:: ·u.I - IJ j'
II
11100 s,
where here we define u;. =- 0 for j > k and v; = 0 for i > m. (Here we have used
the fact that 1I~(i.) :::: 0 = r;(i.) for i,j = 1, ... .n.) Note that since v; :=: 0 lor
i > mand It; .....ll~ arc linearly independent (and the degrees of v; and u; are
less than the degree of v), (ii ::= 0 for i > 111 and i » i ~ 2, .... k.
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The map l' -t WI' mod :1' from V into U (where here \\T mod s denotes the
remainder of 11'1' on division by s) is injective since (w,s) == I. So
dim V :( dim U. Since the nuurix L j~1 nonsingular, the IIIapp;Hg is abo sur-
jcctive. Hence if A and B arc PS-cquivalcnt. dim U = dim V~ that is m = k.
Note that since {'ii = 0 for i > k andr == 1,2, ... ! k, the leading principal k x
k submutrix ({'if) I' / ' ~ of L is nonsingular and therefore the PS-cquivalcnce of A
I ' I ' t
and B implies the PS-cquivaicncc of
I I""I 1
II~ l'~
A' :== t, and IJ' :== t,
u~, ,.''k
0 S n S
Conversely if A' and 8' arc P.~'~equivalcnt with corresponding unit JI' and
matrtx Ln, taking L = Lu 1:1.1 [1/ . kWC deduce the PS~cquivaJencl~ of A and B. This
completes thc proof. 0
Using the proposition. we can assume that 11 > I and that {III I' •• ,lItI } and
{Ill, ... , VII} arc sets of linearly independent polynomials of degree at most
N - 1and that x-i. divides all IIi, r,j for some root I. of s(x). Before completing
our analysis of this situation we digression briefly to consider a slightly more
general problem. Suppose F is a field, s(x) E F(x] is monic has degree N and has
all its roots in F. We fix a factorization
s(x) == (x - I.,)(X - I.:d ... (\. .- /N)'
\Ve write l ,.~
s,(x) == (x - ).d ... (x -);), i = I, ... 1 N.
Suppose that U and V arc given n-diIncnsional subspaces of F[X]N_I (the
subspace of clements of F[xJ having degree less than N) such that all elements
arc divisible bY.\'1 and there exists an clement It' E F[xl coprime to s such that
the map
IjJ: v -:' vw mod s, (v E V),
(where h 1110d s denotes the remainder of h on division by s) maps V to U.
Since dim V = dim U and 11' is a unit in FfxJl(s(x)), ifl is an F-lincar isomorp-
hism from Vonto U. Given an element y E V U U we define
(pCl') = maximurn {k ~ llsk divides y}.
Since the greatest common divisor (lV,s) == I.
<l)(v) := 4>(ljJ(v)), for all v E V.
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Among all clements 0 :/ I' E 1'. choose one I'·, say. such that (fJ( 1'1) is maxi-
mal, and proceed in this way (having chosen /"1 •.... hI and k <. 11. choose h t I in
V \ span{"'1 •... , r"/.. } such that t/J(i'J.. "I ) is maxima I) to get a basis ['I ' ... , }"II of V.
Similarly we choose a basis til •.... u; or U. Suppose r E " with
lIJ(r} ::-.:= l/J(h):=: k, say. Then '";1 zz: s;.,.Ii(x) and (' = "·th(.r) for some .Idx) ..I~(.r)
not divisible by .r - i.A • I. BUl then we can choose a nonzero scalar 1. E F such
that 'Y../i (i.A• I) t:': ,h( i./.. . I). hence l' - ".<h := 0 by our choice or i'l. Thus t"r i:,
determined un iq ucly lip to sea la r multil'li("'!; ',~l~ h~/ .: nonzero dement of F.
More generally suppose
y E ,. \ spa11 {""1 . . . . . i, }
wi th tlJ(r) :::: (/,( 1\ .1) . Then for SOIllC 0 / If ; 1-'. (/J(y .- /h'l . I) .> (fJU",. I ), so
y - /ii", . I E span{('1 ••... t\ } and
for some /1 1 , •••• 1)1 E F. Now ({J( l/dJ'1 )) :.-~: ([)(I' I) is the maxi mum val lie of (b( u)
as II runs through U. Hence 'I/(h) ::-:: 'J 11"'1 for some 0 l (I J E F. Similarly
(!J(i'2) ::;: (/)(112) implies that
111(hJ =: {21,'11 + {~~tI2
for SOtlW {21' 122 E F with {;.~ :f 0 and in general
i
'flU',)::: L1,,II,. (i .c; 1.2.... .11),
, )
where L = (lJIr() is tI lower triangular clement of GL(n. F).
Let (/J(l'i) =:- k.. The equation
i
III (I';) ::= L til u,
, I
yields
,.
fiU" =.: L l'lll~ mod ."
i I
. - .,/- ....... ,11.
This gives a set (if compatibility condit ions on the polynomial w(x) and
could, in many cases be used to show that for given U ~ V no H' coprime with s
exists for which Vw mod s coincides with U.
Let us denote by dcg(V) the maximum or the degrees of the elements of V.
NOLC that if dcg( V) t dcg(w) ~ N _. J. then t/J(l') == l ~H' for all rEV and thus.
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since (1)( r) ~.-= f/J( 'II (I')), II' Blust be a nonzero clement of F and in this case
U == V.
To return h) the discussion of the PS equivalence of A, N. W/~ have
lir 1'[
A :-= A(x) :;:: I" B = B(x) = I"
111/ I'll
0 s(x) 0 s(x)
and U == span]«, .... . lIn } , V == spil1li"I,"" rll} are 11 dimensional subspaces
of F[x1.\'1 and II/(i.):::: 1';(1.)::-= 0 for i.j = I. ... .n, where t. = ;.]. say. is ,.'ne of
the roots of s(x) and A, B are PS-cq~ivaJcnt if and or ly if there exists a poly-
nomial
.. , ..- .. L .. Ii 1 ..j'" II (.... .. r F)
'1'- -0-'-1 I ·r····I-~l1lr' ... 0 ... 1····.-1/ '.: •
coprime to s, 1\)1' which the associated map is 1/1: V -~ U. We can thus apply
the construction described in the digression and we obtain
Theorem I. Let s(.r) = (x - i.l ) . '.. (x - I.N) where i" l , •••• I.N E F and let
.\';(x) == (x - i.1) ••• (x - ;'1)' (i = 1. 2~ .... N). For lin element y (F[x] with
y(},]) == 0 write
(P(y)::-:: maximum {k ISA divides y}.
Let F[X]N __ I be tile space ofpolynomia!s ON'r F having degree less than N.
Let
III VJ
A == A(x) == III B =; B(x) == In
lin
".I"..-
0 s(x) L 0 s(x)
where li1 ~"" lin, V1,"" I'" E F[X].vo,1 and lIi(}·d =: "j(i'l) = 0 for all i,j ==
1,2, ... ,n. Let U:::: span] lIh" . ,un}' V:= span{ t), . . . , VI!} and suppose that
dim U := dim V :::: 11. We construct, recursively, a basis UI, ... , u; of V asfollows:
Choose iii E U \ {O} sud, that l/)( lid is maximal and, in general. having chosen
il], . . . , th (k < 11)~ dlOOSI'
Uk-,-) E U \ span{ill, ... ,Uk}
such 'hat C/J(ih'f-I )ismaximal. rVe choose 1I basis VI ~ •••• v" l~l V i/1 'he sante H'ay.
Then A(x) and B(x) are Ps-equiialent ifand only if there exists zo, ... , z; E F
such that w := Zo +ZI UI +... +ZnUI! is coprime to s and the I1WjJ
v ~ vw mod s ([' E V)
maps V onto U. 111 particular (l A(x) lind B (.Y) are PS-equivalent, then
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tJ)( fl,) ~:: (b(i',), for i = l. 2.... ,11
ami there exists a lower triangular matrix I, .=--:-_~ (III) ill GL(II, F) such that
mod s
j . . ...,(II' I = I. _..... II.
/11 particular, (I' dcg(V), dcg(U) z:; (N - 1)/2. then A(.\') and B(x) (Ire PS-
equiralent (I' and 01l~1' (I' V == v.
The last remark follows from the fact that dcg (V) + dcg (w) < N in this
case.
We note tha t given s(x) we call perm lite the factors (x - i.2) • . • • , (x - i..v )
and each permutation leads to bases III •. . . ,II" and h ..... ['1/ of U and V rc-
spcctivcly and these may vary from permutation to permutation. The theorem
then leads to a large number of necessary conditions all the coefficients
=0.... ,=n in order that A(.;-) and fJ(x) be I~-cquivalent. In the J110sl general case,
we expect that (/J(l\') == ll >: i + l(i:-..: I, ... . /1) and that a small number of the
necessary conditions should determine H' and then one can check whether this
w satisfies the sufficient condition that
" -. t:lf mod s, (I' E V)
maps V onto V.
6. Generic case-algorithm
In this section we describe our improved algorithm for testing PS-equiva-
lencc in the generic case,
S'JppOSC
til VI
A= In B== /" E NI/j i I (F[x]) ,
II" flu
0 .s 0 s
are in ncar canonical form, Let i. be a root of s(x) and choose numbers
UI, (JII' hi .b, such that 11;(;.) +a, == l) == l'j(i.) + hi; for all i.j. Replace
III, ~ II", l'1, ,fill by III +ai, tl2 + (12, •.• , 1111 +a", VI + hi, ... , VI/ +h,l' Use
Gaussian elimination to find bases Ii;, ... ,u~ and "~"'" v:11 of U:=
span{ul .... ,U,,} and V::::: span{vl .... 'l'n}' respectively. Check whether
111 == k. If not, declare that A and B arc not PS..equivalent. Suppose that m == k.
Reduce to the case of (k + l ) x (k + I) matrices by replacing A and B by
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u', ,.'I I
A ..__. I" B ::= 1"..-
,
,,'til,
---
k
0 S (J S
respectively. Calculate (ll~ . . . . . u~. s). (r; , .... l'~ • ,\') , Ir they arc not cqual declare
that A and IJ arc not PS.cquivaient. If they arc equal perform the process
described in Section 5 to obtain bases i If I..... Ii,,} or U and {i'I .... ,L\} of JI.
respectively, satisfying the conditions or Theorem 1. If' the conclusions or
Theorem I fail (that is. if (/)(11,) f f/)(i'/) for SOBle i). declare that A and B arc not
PS-cquivalcnt. Assume that (/)(1"/)::= (bU',). i -:.- I.. . .k. Solve the linear sys-
tern of equations
(=0 -I' ':1 1;1 + j- =1I/il/'!I"I,-' (il mod s. (HI)'
in the unknowns :0 =11 E F.
The number of equations here is t1w degree or .\,/(/;,.S). If the system is
inconsistent declare that II and IJ urc not I'S-cquivalcIll. If the system is
consistent and ,:11.':' , ... ' :;/1 arc not ~III determined, solve successively the sys-
terns (£2), (EJ) 1 •••• where (/:1;) is
where t ij are "unknowns" also until we find that the system (Ed U (£"2) u ... U
(Ei ) is inconsistent in which case: A. B arc not RS'-equivaJcnt or we have found a
solution of the system (£1) U ... U (E,,) in which case declare A and B to be PS-
equivalent and terminate the al.orithm.
In the most generic situation, one expects that (/)(["1) = 11 and similarly
cf)(i12) == n - I.... , (lJ(ilr,)' == I in this situation. In this case. .J .l.c degree of s is
more than 2/1 (as occurs for example jll determining the simuuaneous similarity
of two (11 + I) X (n' + 1) matrices) tucn the first equation
(z() ~~ Zllll + .. :+=,/;,,)i;1 =III mod s
could be expected LO determine the elements Z\I • • • • .z.; For example, suppose
we arc testing for simultaneous similarity 'woo pairs of commuting nilpotent
(11 + I) X (/7 + I) matrices and that X2 11 12 is the 'only nontrivial Smith invariant.
Suopc3C that (III, s) has degree n. Then we 111ay lake (assuming 'll' •. , ,U/I are
linea. ly independent)
211 -1 J
u, == xu '; II + L lJ.i/,;-i
f , II'I' I
(6)
for some r:tij C F (since the bound on (ii" s) = .\JI-; II for i =:.: 1.2, ... ,II and using
Gaussian elimination in span{ul .... ,l/,,}, we can arrange that Eq. (6) holds
for i = 1,2, ... , II). Similarly VI, •.• , VII can be put in the form
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~" j I
i, = XII "I .-j- L II, .x'
I 1/. r
for some IJ" E F, i = 1.2., .. .11.
The first equation
yields
,- -f - ,)1 j I - ,. + .. \.11 • \ ) (1 j {1 \" .J j II \.11 • I )\-0 - .. p T"'T-ll'\ t : _ T '1.",1' ,-'''T I.~nll·
;:;::, (1 4- 'Y \" -t- , , . -to- ~I \,11' I ) 111(1d \,11' ~
.- I ~ 1./1 • 1· .... 1.~II ' I· _ "
where ~' = .::,11,,' , \ + ' . , -+ =11 1./1,111 I· SO ':0 ::::: I and =1, =2•.••• .:" arc determined
and we have also a consistency condition to verify in comparing ~. with the
coefficient of .r" 1 in
Hence in this case the first equation determines the unit \1' uniqucl: if A and B
arc to be PS..equivalent and then one just verifies if at' satisfies all the other
conditions.
7. The 2 x 2 case
Suppose that A(x),B(x) E AI2(F [x]) , dct(A(x)) j:. 0 and det(B(x)) =I O. In
ncar canonical form we can assume ,he corresponding matrices arc
() [
SI gl]
Ao x:= 0 "'2 • [
vB (y ) .= . I(I ., ' 0
where gl = gJ (x) and gl = I~I (x) arc divisible by "'\. Then Ao(x). Bn(x) are PS..
equivalent if and only if
- [) g]A\ =A,(x):== 0 s ·
are PS"cf1Jivalent. where s = -":'/\'\, g :::: gt lSI. k == (~I /SI.
If g == 0 or g = O. then AI and 81 are PS..equivalent if and only if both g and
garc 0 since we have assumed that All and 80 are in ncar canonical form.
Suppose that g and .~ each have degree at least one. Note that A I and B1 are
PS-cquivalent if and only if there exist :x. {I, i'. () E F with
~ :; ~ 0
I
such that
(7)
and L' + ('g. s) == I. Suppose i. is H 1'001 of s. Then Eq. (7) can be expressed as
_. 'J. + {fg(i.)
t:(/.} =:: "
, ~. -I- C>,1,' ( I. )
so a necessary condition for [~S'-C'qlli\'alenl'e is that g(i.) ::::: g(Jl) for roots i., Ji or
s holds if and only if ,~(i.) :=-~ ,~"t). Furthermore if i.). ;,~, i-.,. i'4 arc roots or s for
which g(i.d.g(i.~),g(;.J).g(i"d are distinct. then the cross ratio [I]
((g(i.J ) • g(i'2 ) •g(i.,\).g(i.~ ))) "~ ((,~(i., ). g (i. ~ )..~ (i. .\ ),.~ (i.ol ))).
Conversely. suppose that sLr) -:: (x - i,) .. , (x - ;.~) where i./ .... , I.J.: arc
distinct and that either there arc at most three distinct g(i.l ) or there are at least
four distinct g(i./) and that the cross ratios
((g(i. I ) •g(i.~ ).g(i. J ) • g(I., ))). ((,~(i.r ). ,~( i.~) . \~ (id ..~ (i,J))
arc equal. for all roots i.,. of s(x) for which ,1,'(/.) ).g(i.~).g(i.3),g(i 'i) arc distinct
and that the condition: g(i.) :::: g(Jl). for roots i.. Jl or x(x) if aud only if I~(i.) ==
RUt) holds. then we can find "1..{>. i', () E P such that
~ ~t f ()
I
and
~(i.j) :=1 + {!g( ~'i)
, ~. + ()g(/.i)
for all roots of s(x) := O. For given g( i.d. g(;.2). g( i.J) distinct. we can find a
solution of the linear system
with
and the solution is unique up to multiplying (1, fL ~" (i) by a nonzero element of
F. The condition that for that choice of 1., {I. '/, i5 we have
g( ;'1) ::.: 1. -I {!g( ~./)
./ + ()g( I.;)
for g-(i.d ~g(i.~) ..l~ (I. ~ ) . g ( i' i ) distinct is that the cross ratio
((g(i. I).g(i'2) • g( i.~ ).g(i.; ))) :::: ((I~ (;,1 ),,~( i.~ ).~(i'3) , ,~ ( i.,.) )).
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But then consider the polynomial
'J. + fig _.- (:' + (ig ),~.
\Vc have for every root i.; of .\'(x)
'J. _r. IJg(i.,) -- (~. -+- ()g(i.;)),~(;,) = 0
so. since s(x) =~ 0 has distinct roots we have
(note that this holds if there arc at most three distinct g(i./) also). Note that if
:' + iigUl) :;::; () for a root II of s(x) then 1. i ' g(jt) ~~ 0 also and this con Iradicts
/ ' I1. ~ t O.
" ()
I
Hence (~' + ()g{x) . .\'(x)) z.: I. So it follows that Ad-r)./J,(x) are nS-cquivaknt.
Hence we have established the following result:
Theorem 2. Le! 11(.\').8(.r) c: Ah(Flxj) 17(' in ncar canonicalform
,~I JI •
s,
rl'.\l}('c!il'l'!Y. LeI s(x) = s,:!(X);"'1 (x) ami suppose, that ."(x) has 110 repeated routs
and 'hat all its roots are ill F. Let g :=; gl /SI ~ k =:: .~I /s;, Then A(x) and B(x) are
PS-equira/ell' (I' and onlv (I' the j()/lol\'illg emu/it iOl1S hold:
1 I I •. s, ~ S I ' s: = s::.
') g(i.) = ~(Jl) for foots ).. 11 (~(s(x) occurs ifand only (I',~(i.) ::.:. ,~(jl).
3. l] i. 1 • • • • I i'l/ are all the roots (~( sex) then either
(i) {g(i.d.g(i.2) _,l:(i,,)} has curdinality 1I1I1wsII111'c(, or
r~:i) {g(i. 1).g(i.~) g(i.,,)} has cardinality at leastfour and ifthe notation
'i.\· chosen so tluu g(';.d,g(i.~).g(i'J) are distinct. (hen/he cross-ratios
((g(i. I ). g(i. ~ ).g(i.J) •g(i... ))) = ({,~( i. 1). ,~( i.~ ). ,(~ ().J ) • ,~( i'i)))
(or all roots i.; of s(x) [or a/i.;d~ g(i.d.g(i.2),g(i.J}.g().;} are distinct.
Theorem 2 thus provides a comp-ete set of invariants in this case. If s(x) has
repeated roots, then we need additional invariants, involving cross-ratios of
function values of g and .~ and of their higher derivatives. While these can he
found, they arc so unwieldy that we omit them here.
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